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The pebble and the penguin hubie fights drake
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Hubie is the main protagonist of Pebble and Penguin. It is voiced by Martin Short.   Physical Apperance[edit | edit source] Hubie, an Adelie Penguin, black and white pens and a with a dark orange spot on the tip. He wears a yellow scarf and a red hat, which flies and creaks when Marina compliments him
or touches him. Role in the film[edit | editing source] Opening [edit | editing source] Hubie first appeared in the opening as the last penguin to come to the music coast, only to be washed away and the land where the other male penguins were. Asked if he had pebbles for his special someone (or penguin)
and he replied: Not really. After that, she sees Marina swimming and diving down to the heart shape of her journey and daydreaming reason that she recommends to Marina. At the beginning of the film [edit | editing source] Hubie can be seen to suck out pebbles and tell the story to Petra, Beanie, and
Timmy how she will propose to Marina. When he finds the stone elder, he stumbles and slides down just to bump into Marina. Marina greets and touches Hubie on the shoulder, so she falls off the joy behind the pile of snow that landed. She soon brings Marina to her favorite spot and tells her how she
wonders about a lot of things (Sometimes I wonder), however, she worries that she made Marina bored, but she instisted she would continue. Hubie then says she doesn't want to hear a wacky penguin in her stories, but Marina says she prefers to enjoy it, even if she's an unusual penguin. Hubie the
Emerald that came from the Green Shooting Star The Special Emerald [edit | editing source] Hubie tries a special pebble at the Marina, but all the other best pebbles are taken from other male penguins. Determined to find a special rock for his special someone, he goes out at night to find the perfect
pebble and wishes he had one. Suddenly, a green shooting star came crashing down antartica, and hubie came near the rubble, lying there in an emerald. Convinced that he has found the perfect pebble for Marina, he goes home. The Leopard Seal Attack[edit | edit source] Excited to have found the right
pebble, trying to find Marina, just to face Drake. Drake demands Hubie give him the emerald, but Hubie refused. Drake then throws it where the leopard seal was, and Hubie is chased by the jump tree until she's safe on an ice sheet away from home. The only thing she knew was marina saying her name,
and the only thing she could do now was call her name back. Aboard the Misery Ship and meeting Rocko [edit | editing source] Hubie finds himself on the Misery Ship and all the other penguins being held captive welcomed him, but to an unfortunate tune (Welcome aboard the ship Misery). Then the men
dragging Hubie on their boat brought in a rockhopper penguin named Rocko. While Rocko and the other penguins were fighting, Hubie and Rocko first met. Not it's a pleasant sight. Hubie sees a vision of Marina and her friends in the gravel. She sees that Marina is still single, single, Drake's proposing.
Marina refused, however, and still thought Hubie was alive. Drake then reminds him that if he doesn't get a partner within ten days of the Full Moon Festival, he will be banned from his home. Rocko asked who was going to break out of misery ship with it, but no penguin ever got away except Hubie. Hubie
asked Rocko if he could help her break out to get to Marina, but Rocko doesn't care. Hubie, however, mentions that if he distracts him, he and Rocko could escape. Rocko then laughs and lets you escape with him. When one of the men arrived at the grub of penguins to eat, and it was Hubie's turn to
receive the food, he would bring the emerald to the latch to escape. Rocko attacks the man after the latch is released and singals Hubie to escape with him. They both escape and end up on the beach. In Beach and Rocko's Dream[edit | editing source] After hearing Antarctica 3,000 miles from the beach,
Hubie claims that he can make it there. However, Rocko claims hubie wouldn't survive without him because he doesn't know the ocean as well as he does. Hubie then talks about thinking about Marina all the time and shows the pebble to Rocko (which she calls cursed pebbles and states that she doesn't
care and is too pasty.) Rocko tells Hubie to go the separate way, but Hubie continues to follow him and asks why he's so grumpy all the time. Rocko claims to have a dream to fly, just hubie laugh at it and said penguins can't fly. Rocko believes that penguins can fly because of his anscetors flying wings,
but Hubie is trying to argue with him (only to get snapped back at Rocko). Rocko insists he's on separate paths, but Hubie mentions that he knows a penguin named Waldo who knows the cult of aviation. He also tells Rocko to tell him about the cult if he helps Him with Antartica. Rocko agrees, and they
swim miles. In High Rock and the Storm[edit | editing source] After swimming for miles, Rocko claims to have found the perfect rock to fly down. Hubie warns Rocko that he'll probably lose his life if he's not careful, but it breaks when Rocko tries to pull over the steep cliff. After a fake attempt to fly off the
cliff, Rocko tells Hubie to go the separate ways, but they're reuntied by a thunderstorm as they held each other under cover. In the next scene, where you marched, we see them sleeping near each other. Hubie wakes up seeing that the storm is gone and sees an ice float indicating it is near Anarctica.
When Rocko mentions Waldo, Hubie explains Waldo doesn't exist, so Rocko gets a fit against Hubie. They soon laughed about it and reconciled. Rocko tells Hubie to keep up with him and teaches him how to fight combat skills and the fishing disaster[edit] source] Hubie complains that he can't walk, but
Rocko tells him to shrug off. Rocko tries to teach Hubie to make more more and stronger, but then complians the food. They arrive at a fishing spot (a hole in an ice terrian) and dive right. Social content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. 1995's The Pebble and the Penguin Wiki Share
[Source] Drake is the main enemy of The Pebble and the Penguin. Voiced by Tim Curry. Background Physical Appearance Drake is more muscular than any natural penguin and more similar to the wolf than the look (the head). A red/crimson cape, and a blue crotilla dress, makes her look macho and
more attractive to the ladies, she than the other Penguins in the movie fingers. Personality Drake is an evil and black-hearted penguin who wants to marry Marina. He can be seen being vile and sarcastic, especially when he calls Hubie a nerd. He's not above bullying when it comes to getting what he
wants. In the film, the pebble and the penguin, drake was seen spying on Hubie and Marina at the beginning of the film. He wants Marina to be his wife and the smartest of the bravest and most beautiful kids he's ever wanted! When Hubie got the pebble, he stumbled cruelly. He throws Hubie in the water.
After the attack, Drake was on the ice with his henkers, and Drake wants Marina to be his partner, but Marina won't. He gives her a choice to stay with him or be banished. After eight days of the ceremony, she was in a rage eating bones from the skua birds and reminded them that Hubie had a Leopard
Seal meal, ensuring that Hubie would never return and that Marina was hers. A few days later, she was seen asking Marina about the mating season. Marina still refuses despite her stubborn protest and relentless affection. After Hubie escaped the killer whales, Drake began carrying Marina down the
stairs toward the full moon mating ceremony when he suddenly heard a loud sound and realized in shock that Hubie was the one who must have assumed she was dead. Drake started challenging her to make sure she had a history of staying dead. Hubie wanted to charge him, but Drake brutally
slammed him with his arm and lost Hubie. After Hubie wakes up, he fights Drake. With every blow Drake inflicted, Hubie countered the attack and pushed him down the stairs. When Marina tried to get to Hubie, Drake still seized on her intention to bring her against her will. Hubie bit his leg, causing Drake
to scream in pain. Angry, he tries to kill Hubie, but it proves futile with every kick Hubie throws back at him. Drake jumps on Hubie, but he's finally been punched in the face, completely stunned. Hubie kicked Drake down the stairs and fell into the abyss, presumably to his death. Drake reappeared lifting a
rock Marina had to try to crush Hubie, only to be killed from being crushed beneath the falling rocks of the tower. Gallery Trivia Drake was the third Don villain to wear Jenner and grand duke. He played Tim Curry, who voiced Slagar's cruel, who was the main antagonist of the book Mattiemo, a cartoon
version of the book. Tim Curry portrayed Hexxus in Ferngully: The Last Rainforest, Forte in Beauty and the Beast: The Enchanted Christmas, The Mouse King in Barbie and the Nutcracker, The Cardinal in The Three Musketeers and Archibald Ironfist in Heroes of Might and Magic II: The Success wars.
Drake is one of the on-four villains to die in the end, along with Jenner, Sharptooth, Rasputin (although Rasputin implied he will be undead at the start of the film).  Drake has fingers and white teeth, which is kind of weird because penguins don't have them. Drake has gray face markings, while the other
penguins have black faces. Social content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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